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Abstract

Competitive swimming as a physical activity results in changes to the activity level of the autonomic nervous system (ANS).
However, the precise relationship between ANS activity, fatigue and sports performance remains contentious. To address
this problem and build a model to support a consistent relationship, data were gathered from national and regional
swimmers during two 30 consecutive-week training periods. Nocturnal ANS activity was measured weekly and quantified
through wavelet transform analysis of the recorded heart rate variability. Performance was then measured through a
subsequent morning 400 meters freestyle time-trial. A model was proposed where indices of fatigue were computed using
Banister’s two antagonistic component model of fatigue and adaptation applied to both the ANS activity and the
performance. This demonstrated that a logarithmic relationship existed between performance and ANS activity for each
subject. There was a high degree of model fit between the measured and calculated performance (R2 = 0.8460.14,p,0.01)
and the measured and calculated High Frequency (HF) power of the ANS activity (R2 = 0.7960.07, p,0.01). During the taper
periods, improvements in measured performance and measured HF were strongly related. In the model, variations in
performance were related to significant reductions in the level of ‘Negative Influences’ rather than increases in ‘Positive
Influences’. Furthermore, the delay needed to return to the initial performance level was highly correlated to the delay
required to return to the initial HF power level (p,0.01). The delay required to reach peak performance was highly
correlated to the delay required to reach the maximal level of HF power (p = 0.02). Building the ANS/performance identity of
a subject, including the time to peak HF, may help predict the maximal performance that could be obtained at a given time.
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Introduction

In order to achieve the best performance in sports, training

follows several basic laws that include the relationship between

training intensity and recovery. The successive bouts of intensive

training and recovery have specific criteria. Modeling can be

performed to optimize sporting performances and prevent

excessive fatigue which may impede recovery. This has been

proposed [1] as a two antagonistic component model of fatigue

and adaptation. The autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity has

been described as a marker correlated to performance, measured

in terms of VO2max [2] and its variations can be related to a single

bout of exercise [3], however age may be a confounding factor.

From a longitudinal point of view, ANS activity has been related

to training and recovery periods for both teams [4] and individuals

[5]. Furthermore, it has been highlighted that the ANS activity

during training must be accounted for [6]. This specific aspect of

training has demonstrated the necessity to avoid low ANS activity

periods as this may limit the potential benefits of training.

Training programs use specific combinations of intensity,

volume and frequency [7] repeated over consecutive sessions to

reach a given level of performance. The goal remains to optimize

performance at a key period [8,9] through the use of alternations

in intensive training (IT) periods which may determine overreach-

ing states [10,11] as well as in taper recovery (TR) periods. The

optimized combination of these two aspects will determine the

athletes’ highest performance capacity [4,12].

While it is not yet possible to build a full-season training

program, several mathematical tools have been proposed to

describe the effects of physical training on performance [13–16].

More importantly, these tools improve our understanding of the

effects of successive IT and TR periods [16–22]. However, these

studies have not used ANS activity as an integrative quantified

parameter.
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Technically, the characteristics of training load for these two

periods of IT and TR need to be taken into account [1]. They

must also be related to performance via a transfer function that

includes two first-order filters. These can account for the difference

between the two components: first, that acting positively on

performance and training adaptations; and second, that acting

negatively, specifically the level of fatigue [23]. This technique

requires a high level of data density from consecutive days and

weeks in order to examine the quantitative relationship between

the amount of work performed and the improvement in physical

performance.

Within this context we considered that the ANS activity may

represent a putative parameter that could be modeled against

performance. Furthermore, the data and indices are easily

recorded and calculated allowing possible practical applications.

The goal would be to assess if the variations in ANS activity

occurring with training can be modeled to provide useful indices of

the balance between fatigue and adaptation. This would provide a

powerful analytical tool for training performance as well as

optimizing individual health. This last benefit would be due to the

ANS activity level being an optimal health marker [24].

The aims of the study were to: 1) compare the response of

performance and ANS activity to training; 2) to build a model to

support a consistent relationship between ANS activity, fatigue

and sports performance.

Methods

Using available mathematical methods for ANS activity

measurements [25] we followed ten skilled swimmers over thirty

consecutive weeks that included two periods of intensive training

and recovery. This enabled the provision of a model that

considered the possible balances between performance and ANS

activity indices. By using data from the individuals’ response to

training, the proposed model may help provide insights towards

achieving optimal training effects and subsequent performance.

Figure 1. Relationship between HF (s2/Hz) and Performance (% best national Performance). Representation for four female (S2, S4, S5, S6)
and six male subjects (S1, S3, S7, S8, S9, S10). Best performances were: Female: 1.42 m.s21 (S2), 1.32 m.s21 (S4), 1.18 m.s21 (S5) and 1.47 m.s21 (S6);
and Male: 1.51 m.s21 (S1), 1.39 m.s21 (S3), 1.64 m.s21 (S7), 1.47 m.s21 (S8), 1.45 m.s21 (S9) and 1.41 m.s21 (S10).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.g001
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Subjects
Ten swimmers of regional to national level were recruited into

the study: six males (age: 17.362.8) and four females (age:

15.861.9 years). The participants had a mean intensive training

history of 5.662 years and mean training duration of 10.762.9

hours per week during the season. All were injury free and did not

take medication during the period of the study. Written informed

consent was obtained from either the subjects or their parents in

Figure 2. Application of the two-component model to swimmer #4. The left column is for Performance, the right column for HF Power. Row
1 panels (A) and (B) represent the same daily amount of training per week as a reference for interpreting lower panels. Row 2 panels respectively
represent the fit between modeled and measured performance (C) and HF (D) in response to training. Row 3 panels represent profiles of positive and
negative influences on performance (E) and on HF power (F), expressed in the same units as (C) and (D). Row 4 panels represent the residual
difference between measured and estimated performance (G) and HF power (H).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.g002
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the case of minors. The study was approved by the Jean Monnet

University and University North hospital ethics committee.

Experimental Method
Two consecutive cycles that included IT and TR were

monitored over thirty consecutive training weeks. The first cycle

lasted 15 weeks and consisted of progressive increases and

decreases in training load. It included an intensive four week

training period (weeks 9–12) and a three week taper period (weeks

13–15). The second cycle immediately followed, and lasted 16

weeks. It included an intensive five week training period (weeks

22–26) and a four week recovery period (weeks 27–30). Each week

the training load was quantified. The ANS activity was recorded

during sleep on the Thursday night and performance was assessed

on the Friday morning by a 400-meter freestyle time-trial. The day

before these measurements, subjects were asked to avoid caffeine

and alcohol intake.

Nocturnal ANS Activity Assessment (Appendix S1)
Nocturnal recordings were performed using a Polar S-810

monitor, skin-connected through complementary cables and

electrodes to avoid recording discontinuity. The inter-beat (RR)

intervals were visually validated then Wavelet Transform was

applied to extract the components of heart rate variability (refer to

Appendix S1). Wavelet Transform was selected in preference to

Fourier Transform as it allows the analysis of non-stationary

signals and greater precision in ANS variable assessment with no

additional computing CPU time [25].

The variables determined from the Wavelet analysis were: High

Frequency (HF), which represented the parasympathetic; Low

Frequency (LF), for the sympathetic; the ratio of Low/High

frequencies (LF/HF), for the equilibrium; and Total Power

Frequency (Ptot) variations, for the sum of ANS activity [25].

Variables brought by the time domain analysis were calculated

which included: the percentage of differences between adjacent

normal RR intervals .50 ms (PNN50); the standard deviation of

all normal RR intervals (SDNN); the square root of the mean of

the sum of the squared differences between adjacent normal RR

intervals (RMSSD); the standard deviations of the mean of all

normal RR intervals for 5-minute segments (SDANN); and the

mean of the standard deviation of all normal RR intervals for all 5

minutes segments (SDNNIDX).

Quantification of the Systems Input and Output
(Appendix S2)

The application of the systems model used in this study requires

a precise longitudinal quantification of the daily training amount.

This relates training (systems input) to performance and nocturnal

ANS activity (systems output). The systems input domain of

training amount was considered as the sum of the number of pool-

kilometers swum or the dry land workout equivalent weighted by a

specific coefficient according to seven training intensities (refer to

Appendix S2). In order to avoid the variations that may be related

to a disruption in the training intensity, the exercise sessions

preceding the HRV and performance measurements were very

accurately controlled. The two systems output domains were

defined with respect to specific criteria as follows: The criterion of

performance was a value for the mean velocity during the 400-

meter time-trial transformed to a percentage of the best-performed

national value. Because previous studies suggested that parasym-

pathetic activity and sports performance might be related [4–6],

the HF spectral component of the HRV was the criterion for ANS

activity.

Mathematical Modeling of the Responses to Training
(Appendix S3)

Measurements were undertaken to establish a dose-response

relationship based on the positive and negative influences of

training on the systems output. The model, originally built to

analyze the variations in performance, was based on the two

opposite effects of training: the positive effect ascribed to

adaptation; and the negative effect ascribed to fatigue [1]. The

systems output is the balance between these two components. The

positive effect is a slow adaptation process and remains relatively

steady within the period after each training bout. The negative

effect varies more rapidly, presenting first a deep negative effect on

the output then being rapidly corrected as the adaptation process

dominates. As a consequence, a greater increase in the negative

than the positive component provoked a transient decrease in

output during intensified training periods. A subsequent reduction

in training amount allowed the negative component to dissipate

more quickly than the positive, yielding an output peak. The

parameters of this mathematical relationship, two gain terms (k1

and k2) and two time constants (t1 and t2) for the positive and

negative component respectively, characterize the dynamic

behavior of the output (performance or ANS activity) in response

to a training bout.

The modeling of the responses to physical training requires

several steps. First, the model parameters were determined by

fitting modeled output to measured data by the least square

method. This procedure is applied to measured and estimated

performance and also to HF power values. Second, the estimates

of k1, k2, t1 and t2 obtained in the first step were used to calculate

the time to recover the initial level of performance and HF power

after a training bout (tn_P and tn_HF, respectively), and the time to

reach peak performance and peak HF power (tg_P, and tg_HF,

respectively). Third, adaptation and fatigue indices are computed

from the positive and negative components of the model [15]. The

values of positive influence and negative influence on performance

(PI_P and NI_P) and on HF power (PI_HF and NI_HF) were

calculated each day from the sum of influences of each previous

training amount.

Statistics
The normality of distribution was tested for each participant

using the Shapiro-Wilk test (p,0.05). Consequently Performance,

Table 1. Indicators of goodness-of-fit (R2 values) between calculated and measured Performance and between modelled and
measured HF power.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 mean

Performance 0.84 0.91 0.83 0.92 0.91 0.86 0.90 0.89 0.45 0.86 0.8460.14

HF power 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.84 0.68 0.69 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.78 0.7960.07

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.t001
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HF power, negative and positive influences of training were

compared using two-way repeated-measures factorial ANOVA

with the Bonferroni procedure as the post-hoc test and the

parametric T-Student test was used as determined by the variables

normality of distribution. The effect of gender was evaluated for all

variables studied using an unpaired t-test. As no significant gender

difference was observed all data variables were pooled for a single

analysis. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to study the

relationship between the modeled parameters for performance

and HF power.

Results

Fitting of Performance to HF Values
Best raw performances were: for men - 1.51 m.s21 (S1),

1.39 m.s21 (S3), 1.64 m.s21 (S7), 1.47 m.s21 (S8), 1.45 m.s21 (S9)

and 1.41 m.s21 (S10); for women - 1.42 m.s21 (S2), 1.32 m.s21 (S4),

1.18 m.s21 (S5) and 1.47 m.s21 (S6). Performances were then

transformed to percentages of the best performed national value

(Figure 1).

When individual HF data were plotted against individual

performance data, a highly significant relationship appeared for

each of the ten subjects (p,0.001). The R2 values ranged from

0.55 to 0.80 (S1 0.76, S2 0.80, S3 0.69, S4 0.71, S5 0.63, S6 0.55,

S7 0.69, S8 0.65, S9 0.72, and S10 0.73) (Figure 1). Increased HF

power values were associated with higher performance. Others

ANS indices did not correlate with performance, neither did

others wavelet indices or temporal indices of heart rate variability.

The lowest performance (S5) showed the smallest performance

increase with its change in HF power value. However, it was not

possible to establish a significant relationship between the mean

slope of the fitting curves and the performances.

Estimation of Performances and HF Values Fitting
The measured performances (Figure 2, Panel B, left side, dots)

demonstrated a sharp decrease during the two intensive training

periods (Figure 2, Panel A) and a sharp reincrease responding to

the decrease in training intensity. This continued until more

intense training resumed. A similar observation was found for the

HF values (Figure 2, Panel B, right side, dots). During the two

training cycles, the model demonstrated a high fit between

Table 2. Model parameters (mean6SD) for performance and HF spectral components of HRV.

Performance HF spectral component of HRV

Initial
level k1 k2

t1

(days)
t2

(days)
tn_P

(days)
tg_P

(days)
Initial
level k1 k2 t1 (days) t2 (days)

tn_HF

(days)
tg_HF

(days)

Mean 1.42 0.00007 0.0011 50 4.8 14.47 25.87 8.36 0.007 0.18 42 4.2 12.71 22.93

SD 0.12 0.00006 0.0014 14 2.9 4.99 9.17 5.22 0.006 0.16 15 2.3 4.66 8.90

Initial level: Initial basic level of performance and HF spectral component of HRV.
k1 and k2 : multiplying factors respectively for the positive and negative component of performance and HF spectral component of HRV. t1 and t2 : time constants of
decay for positive and negative components of performance and HF spectral component of HRV.
tn : Critical period pre-competition in which training has a negative effect on performance (tn_P) and HF spectral component of HRV (tn_HF).
tg : time pre-competition when training has maximum benefit.
k1 and k2 are expressed in arbitrary units depending on units used to quantify training load, performance and HF spectral component of HRV.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.t002

Figure 3. Correlation between recovery time for performance (tn_P) and HF power (tn_HF) and between peak time for performance
(tg_P) and HF power (tg_HF). Significant correlation was demonstrated first, between the time to recover to the initial level of performance (tn_P)
and HF power (left panel) and second, between the time to peak performance and HF power (tg_HF).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.g003
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measured and estimated performance and between measured and

estimated HF values (Figure 2, Panel C and D, respectively). The

residuals between measured and estimated values are low, as

illustrated by the high R2 values (Table 1). However, we observed

some individual measured HF data points slightly farther from the

modeled curve, particularly peak HF values during both recovery

periods, at the rebound (Figure 2, Panel C and D, respectively).

The model fitting was also evaluated for other Wavelet

Transform variables, particularly LF (sympathetic activity), Ptot

(the total energy) and the LF/HR ratio (the equilibrium between

sympathetic and parasympathetic activity). However, these models

demonstrated a much lower fitting with lower R2 values (R2 for LF

0.3760.17, Ptot 0.5360.23 and LF/HF 0.3660.19), contrasting

with the R2 value of 0.84 for HF. It was noted that there was no

significant correlation between measured and estimated perfor-

mances and HF indices when temporal indices of heart rate

variability were used. This indicated that these last measurements

of ANS activity were less accurate for measuring heart rate

variability [25].

Gain and Decay Parameters
Gain parameters and time constants of decay belonging to the

positive and negative parts of the modeling equation were assessed.

The mean values of the gain parameters (k1 and k2), calculated

from measured and estimated performance fitting were 0.00007

(SD 0.00006) and 0.0011 (SD 0.0014) respectively. The mean

values of the gain parameters (k1 and k2), calculated from

measured and estimated HF fitting were 0.007 (SD 0.006) and

0.18 (SD 0.16) respectively (Table 2). The mean values of the time

constants of decay (t1 and t2), calculated from measured and

estimated performance fitting were 50 days (SD 14) and 4.8 days

(SD 2.9) respectively. The mean values of the time constants of

decay (t1 and t2), calculated from measured and estimated HF

fitting were 42 days (SD 15, Table 2) and 4.2 days, respectively

(SD 2.3, Table 2).

Time to Recover and Time to Peak Performance
There was a significant relationship between the time to recover

performance after a training bout (tn_P) and the time to recover HF

(tn_HF) (r = 0.76, p = 0.01, Figure 3 left Panel). It was noted that

tn_P and tn_HF showed large variations between swimmers with a

range of 6–24 days and 8–21 days respectively. There was also a

significant relationship between the time to peak performance after

a training bout (tg_P) and the time to peak HF (tg_HF) (r = 0.71,

p = 0.02, Figure 3, right Panel). The parameters tg_P and tg_HF

showed large variations between swimmers with a range of 9–43

days and 13–41 days respectively. Only one swimmer did not fit

the relationship for tn nor tg. It is noted that this subject was a

specialized sprinter not an endurance swimmer.

Positive and Negative Influences
Positive and negative influences derived from the model are

shown in Figure 2 for swimmer #4 and in Figure 4 for the whole

group. The positive influence increases slowly then remains at a

high level without being disrupted by the two high intensity

training periods, then shows a further increase during the two

recovery periods. This is observed for PI_P (Figure 2, panel E,

Figure 4) and for PI_HF (Figure 2 panel F, Figure 4), while the

later increases slightly more slowly than the former. It is possible

that the further increase in positive influences observed for the

second training cycle may be related to the additional one week

recovery period of that cycle. Conversely, both NI_P and NI_HF

increased during each high intensity training period and then

decreased during the subsequent recovery period. The variations

in negative influences are quicker than the respective positive

influences. This results in the high intensity training periods having

had a negative impact on both performance and HF. However,

this negative influence of training is only transient because the

reduction of training amounts during the recovery period allows

the negative influence to decrease, and thus performance and HF

to increase.

Relationship between HF Power and RR Interval Length
The minimal and maximal length of the RR interval and also

the minimal and maximal HF power value was investigated for

each subject of the study (Table 3). There is a linear increase in

RR interval length with the increasing HF power of HRV

(Figure 5) for eight subjects of the study (R2 from 0.49 to 0.88,

p,0.001; S1: 0.49; S2: 0.55; S3: 0.80; S4: 0.81; S5: 0.72; S6: 0.76;

S7: 0.74; S10: 0.88). One subject presented a weaker relationship

characterized by R2 = 0.27 (S8) and another (S9) presented no

relationship (R2,0.001).

Discussion

Using the model of Banister et al. [1] for the analysis of elite

swimmers over a full season under standard training conditions a

clear relationship between performance and parasympathetic

activity was demonstrated (Figure 1).

Model Statistics and Parameters
Our study demonstrated a strong relationship between perfor-

mance and HF power for each subject. The study duration

allowed calculation of the logarithmic-shaped fit for HF power and

performance. This is in contrast to previous studies on swimmers

[5], runners [4] and workers [26]. These latter studies were carried

out over shorter periods and demonstrated linear relationships [5].

The choice of an aerobic high intensity exercise probably

participated in the improved quality of the model fit [27].

Figure 4. Values of training load, NI_P, PI_P, Performance, NI_HF, PI_HF, and HF power for the whole group. Results recorded in the
week before beginning IT periods (W8 and W21); the last week of IT periods (W12 and W26); and taper (W15 and W30).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.g004

Figure 5. Representation of the relationship between RR
interval and HF power for swimmer #10.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.g005
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The similarity between performance and the HF responses to

training was demonstrated through the adequacy of the two

antagonistic component model proposed by Banister et al. [1].

This provides a good representation of the variations of both

variables used for systems output. In spite of the importance of

inter-subject variability, the estimates of the time constants were

similar considering the fit of performance or that of the HF

spectral component of HRV (50614 vs. 42615 days for t1 and

563 vs. 462 days for t2 respectively). Previous application of the

two-component model in elite swimmers [16] showed close

estimates for t1 (41613 days). The estimates of t2 (1267 days)

in this previous study were however higher than the values

obtained in our study for both performance and HF power. This

difference in t2 could be explained by our study population being

younger and less trained than older and more experienced elite

athletes.

To go beyond the comparison of model parameters we

computed tn and tg from the time constant and gain term of the

two components. It has been suggested that the optimal duration

of taper to maximize performance would be between tn and tg
[18]. This is because the taper needs to be long enough to dissipate

fatigue from past training but not too long to avoid the loss of

adaptations. Previous models applied to elite swimmers [16] gave

an optimal duration of between two (tn) and four weeks (tg) in

accordance with the review of the literature [9,28]. The present

study concurs with these estimates for performance (tn_P and tg_P)

and HF power (tn_HF and tg_HF).

A similar impact of training on both performance and HF

power was evidenced by the correlation observed between tn_P and

tn_HF and between tg_P and tg_HF (Figure 4). These findings

demonstrate that the HF spectral component of HRV could be a

useful tool if used systematically to optimize training load

throughout a competition season.

Intensive Training Periods and Taper
Improvements in performance, as well as in HF power, during

the two taper periods could be related to recovery. This is

particularly related with a significant decrease in the negative

influence in response to the reduced training amount [16,21]. As a

result, negative influence appears to be the major determining

parameter for both performance [16] and HF power. Conversely,

positive influence did not present significant variations during the

two taper periods for either performance or HF power and

remained constantly high during the two periods. Before the two

tapers, even if the level of positive influences was high enough to

achieve a high performance without tapering, the level of negative

influences prevented the swimmers from maximizing their HF

power level and performing at their best. This suggests that

optimal taper would depend on the characteristics of the prior

intensive training period [20,21].

According to the fatigue and adaptation model, fatigue increases

more than adaptation in response to a training bout. When the

training load is reduced, fatigue dissipates faster than adaptation,

allowing peak performance. This suggests that a longer period

would be required to recover from ‘overload’ training and HF

power would appear useful for ensuring that, at exactly the right

moment, the taper reduced the negative influences while keeping

positive influences at a consistently high level.

We believe that HF power could be used to determine an

individual’s optimal training load during both the intensive

training and taper periods. A decreased HF power could reflect

an insufficient recovery effect from previous training periods which

may indicate unfavorable conditions for performance improve-

ments. An important increase in HF power during an intensive

training period may suggest insufficient training intensity.

Several cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have highlighted

an association between endurance training and cardiac parasym-

pathetic outflow. Garet et al. [5] demonstrated that the improve-

ment in swimming performance observed after a taper period was

correlated with the concomitant HF rebound. Kiviniemi et al. [6]

demonstrated the VO2peak increase induced by a training

program to be improved by transitory decreases in training

amount each time HF power decreases below a threshold. Both

experiments suggest that decreased HF power could have been

due to increased negative influences. In the present study, a

possible saturation phenomenon of HF power was taken into

account in the analysis of vagal function, through the analysis of

the relationship between RR interval and HF power. Instead of

the linear increase in RR interval observed with increasing vagal

tone, previous studies [29,30] have reported a plateau or even a

decrease of HF power until HR reached ,50 beats per minute.

This phenomenon, referred to as saturation of HRV, should

reflect the inability of HRV measures to detect changes in cardiac

vagal outflow at low HR levels. In our study, HF power increased

linearly as the RR interval increased without a plateau or even a

decrease of HF power, for nine subjects. Only one subject did not

Table 3. Values of RR interval length (ms) and HF power (s2.Hz21).

RR length (ms) HF power (s2.Hz21)

Subjects RR length min RR length max RR length mean HF min HF max HF mean

S1 909.09 1132.08 1025.49675.00 2.034 17.528 8.37863.355

S2 923.08 1304.35 1085.546101.58 4.527 18.357 10.31662.911

S3 853.12 1363.64 1053.096136 0.864 9.611 3.38562.402

S4 800.00 1030.93 874.92652.51 2.572 11.268 5.58762.269

S5 796.07 1088.14 903.47686.80 0.296 4.886 1.13760.9429

S6 866.43 1090.91 958.48666.40 0.109 5.164 2.15361.472

S7 1034.48 1224.43 1126.43645.30 1.930 9.430 4.84161.864

S8 869.56 1153.85 1030.98671.61 1.669 9.611 4.27061.914

S9 1077.20 1388.89 1220.41669.50 5.807 13.671 8.83362.562

S10 821.92 1183.43 936.77692.48 0.155 1.419 0.56060.343

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0052636.t003
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present a significant linear relationship between HF power and

HR.

Mechanisms Underlying the Relationship between
Performance and Cardiac Vagal Outflow

The correlations between HF power and performance raise the

question of the mechanisms underlying the relationship between

nocturnal vagal activity and the training response. Previous studies

have demonstrated the coherence of the model as a method to

describe biological responses to training. The variations in several

serum enzyme activities in runner [31] and hormonal adaptations

in six elite weightlifters [15,32] have been shown to significantly

correlate with modeled fatigue and adaptation indices. The fatigue

and adaptation model shows that the variations in performance

and HF power with intensive training and taper periods are

correlated to the variations in the negative influences of training.

The variation in HF power could be one index of the fatigue status

of an athlete. The strong relationship observed between the time

courses of these two variables suggests however that parasympa-

thetic activity could have a direct bearing on performance.

Hedelin et al. [33] demonstrated that the ability to further

improve VO2max with training in aerobically fit subjects was

related to a higher HF power. This was confirmed by Hautala

et al. [34] who observed the HF power recorded nocturnally to be

a powerful independent predictor of the response to an aerobic

training program. This could suggest that higher parasympathetic

activity was a cause rather than an effect of an increase in aerobic

fitness. There is however no data to support a cause-effect

relationship. Hautala et al. [34] hypothesized that a genetically

determined common denominator could partially explain adap-

tations to aerobic training and HR variability. This remains to be

investigated.

Our results demonstrated a high fit between the levels of

performance and the indices of parasympathetic activity in

response to training. This model fit is highly individual and

provides a means to describe precisely the displacement along

these individual curves in response to the antagonists of training

and recovery periods.

Conclusion
This study demonstrated two important findings. First, a strong

correlation between performance and HF spectral component of

HRV in each subject; and second, that the two-component

systems model originally proposed to explain the variations in

performance with intensive training is also adequate for describing

changes in HRV. Using performance or HF as the systems output

provided the same information on the impact of training on the

fatigue and adaptation status of the athlete. Our results

demonstrated the relevance of change in HRV as a valuable tool

to assess the physiological training-induced responses and to

further optimize athletic performance. Furthermore, the HRV

spectral component of HRV could also serve as an alternative to

performance for mathematical modeling of training effects. The

advantage is the greater number of possible measurements without

interfering with the training schedule, especially in sporting

activities in which performance cannot be readily measured.
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